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A Modern City is a socio-economic-geographic survey of the City
of Providence, edited by William Kirk, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of
Economics at Brown University, and published in 1909 by The University of Chicago Press. From its 363 pages this writer has gleaned
most of the pertinent references to the Jewish population of the city
for the purpose of comment and criticism.
In the chapter titled "Population", by William MacDonald,
Ph.D. 1 , we note regarding ethnic groups in Providence: "Members
of the same race have drawn together, creating little foreign colonies
like that of the Italians in the ninth ward, or the Russian Jews about
North Main and Charles Streets."
This professor commits what is known in latter-day jargon as
"double talk" in his assertion that ". . . the well-known characteristics which distinguish Jews the world over appear here, and do not
need special enumeration." There are many references to the "wellknown characteristics" in the chapter, both favorable and unfavorable.
He states: "Most of the people who give their place of birth as
Russia are Jews . . . the third ward contains the largest number of
Russians, 2,105, mainly Jews2. The majority of them are of the orthodox faith 3 , and speak Yiddish of the province4 from which they come;
but religion seems to have no strong hold upon them5 and an American Yiddish0 rapidly supplants the dialects spoken by the immigrant.
iProfessor of American History at Brown University.
While the writer does not question the accuracy of the population figure given
here, it should be borne in mind that a Jewish settlement in the Willard Avenue,
or South Providence, area was of equal size. This has been determined by a random analysis of Jewish family names in the Providence City Directory of 1909.
For some inexplicable reason practically no reference is made to the Willard
Avenue group in " A Modern City."
3 T h i s was so.
T h e only non-Orthodox congregation in existence at that time
was Temple Beth El, which attracted a small portion of the Jewish population.
*No doubt reference is made to the section or region from which the immigrant came: such as Russia, Poland, or the province of Galicia of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
sThis might have applied to the young people. Refer to page 81. R1JH
Notes,
Vol V., Number 1, November 1967, " T h e Providence Conservative Synagogue—
Temple Beth-Israel."
See next page for footnote c .
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"A large part of the population along North Main Street, and in
the cross streets between North Main and Camp is Jewish, and they
have lately acquired a firm foothold among the fine old residences
at the north end of Benefit Street. There is undoubtedly a strong
social prejudice against them: their advent in a neighborhood almost invariably depreciates the value of the real estate, and is followed by the withdrawal of the non-Jewish population." How little
this pattern has changed with certain other ethnic groups until the
present day!
He reviews the area of occupational activity of Providence Jews
quite superfically: "Industrially, the Jews exhibit a limited range
of occupations. Most of the small tailoring establishments in the
city, except in the Italian quarter, are carried on by Jews, as are
pawnshops and second-hand stores of all sorts. Jewish boardinghouses, restaurants, bakeries, and markets are common in the Jewish
quarters, and a large number of newsboys, and some newsdealers,
are Jews." This paragraph is concluded with a comment, somewhat
caustic and condemnatory: " T h e reluctance of insurance companies to write policies on the stock of Jewish merchants and tailors is
an interesting commentary on the esteem in which the race is held."
However, Doctor MacDonald does soften his harsh judgment with
more kindly expression: "One must guard against the mistake of
classing together all the Jews of Providence for either industrial,
business or social purposes. T h e Russian and Polish Jews of the
North End, so far as the mass of them are concerned, represent a
lower element as distinct from the leaders of the race as are the unskilled and ignorant Irish laborers from the Irish professional and
business classes. The upper-class Jews7, often native born, are largely represented in the business life of the city. In the manufacture of
jewelry, as well as in the wholesale and retail jewelry trade, they are
extensively engaged. T h e largest department store8 in the city is
managed by Jews, while the trade in ready-made clothing and men's
wearing apparel is largely in their hands.
In closing his chapter Doctor MacDonald attempts to compress
several subjects into a meandering paragraph. He observes: "Social"Beryl Segal, an accomplished Yiddishist of Providence, explains this. T h e r e
was no marked change in the typical dialects. However, English words that had
no counterpart in Yiddish were added to the conversational language. An example: a real estate operator was described as a "real-estate-nick."
7 These were German Jews, and
their descendants.
8 T h e Outlet Company
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ly, the Jew, whatever his wealth, refinement or status, is gregarious.
He has no fondness for the country, but prefers to live in the busy,
active, crowded quarters of the city, where he can be near his kind.
In the selection and preparation of his meat he is sanitary, but he
often seems comparatively indifferent to personal comfort, and among
the lower classes is untidy and unclean. The average Jewish market,
grocery or bakery in the North End is filthy and offensive in the extreme, and a standing menace to health. The Jew acquires the English language readily, but always speaks it with an accent. The
young men are often hard-working and self-sacrificing students, an.
appreciable representation of Jews being found in Brown University; but the race is not prominently represented in the professions.
The well-to-do Jews keep much to themselves in social matters, partly, no doubt, because social prejudice tends to hold them in a class
apart; while they contribute their share to the well-being of the
community, the process of assimilation cannot be said as yet to
have attained more than moderate extension."
The chapter on Religion was written by Lester Bradner, Ph.D.,
rector of St. John's Church, Providence. About local Judaism he said:
"A growing factor in the religious life of Providence is the Jews.
The Jewish settlement in Newport is one of the oldest in the country, but the development of Hebrew life in Providence is a comparatively recent feature, greatly accelerated in growth by the persecutions a few years past in Russia. The Jewish population in the
city may be reckoned today at eight or nine thousand, nearly double
what it was five years ago. They are by nature a self-contained and
orderly people. Their family morals are above average. They make
good citizens, even if not agreeable.
"At present the Orthodox Jews outnumber the 'Reform' element.
There are at present in Providence four synagogues and four congregations, or 'cheoras',9 without a permanent edifice of their own,
in addition to the one Reform house of worship."
Doctor Bradner then adverts from the subject of religious activity to philanthropic endeavors. "The charitable work of the Jews
among their own people is always notable, and Providence is no
exception to the rule. The chief needs are relieved by a very effective
sAccording to Rabbi Eli A. Bohnen, Temple Emanu-El, Providence, there is no
such word in Hebrew as "cheora." He feels that what was intended is the word
"chevra", literally "brotherhood."
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charitable organization. One society in particular, the 'Gemillath
Chesed'10 loans out several thousand dollars a year without interest."
His views on the topic of proselytism of Jews are worth mentioning.
It was noted that "Very few Jews are inclind to consider a change
of faith. They are naturally suspicious of attempts to proselyte. Attempts have been made, and probably will continue to be made on.
the part of the Christian churches in Providence to bring the gospel
to the Hebrew. There is no city, so far as we know, where evangelistic work among the Jews is yielding much fruit."
Time has proved the accuracy of his prediction that: ". . . it is
evident that the Hebrews are destined to play a large part in our
civic life in the United States. It will not be long before their influence in Providence will be strongly felt."
The chapter on "Philanthrophy" was contributed by Mary Conyngton, A.M. 31 About Jewish activity in this area she said: "Next to
the churches, perhaps the associations of different nationalities working among their own people give the largest amount of relief. The
Jewish charities are the best known of these. In Providence the
Jewish population is large and heterogeneous, both as to language
and shade of religious belief. It is said that in one limited area of
the Jewish quarters are to be found twenty-nine12 distinct sets. Under
these circumstances it is no wonder that their charities are unorganized, and it is not possible to obtain any full account of them. Unquestionably they do a large amount of work. Applications by Jews
for help from outside sources are rare, and few find their way into
institutions."
Doctor Kirk, the editor of the book, also wrote the chapter on
"Labor." His commentary on Jews was limited to the following:
" T h e Russian Jews, steadily increasing in number, avoid the factory,
as much as possible, become retail dealers, or prefer the smaller industries where there is some hope of individual enterprise in the
1 0 Referencc is made to RIJH
Notes, Vol. V, Number 3, November 1969. " T h e
Gemiloth Chasodim of Rhode Island."
i J T h e Providence City Directory of 1909 states that Miss Conyngton "boards at
85 Congdon Street." While their catalogues do not so state, she might have been
a member of the Broun University or Pembroke College academic community.
i 2 T h i s is an exaggerated statement. Her allusion is to the regional origins of these
Jews prior to emigration to the United States—Germany, Poland and Russian Baltic
provinces, Russia, Austria, Galicia, Bohemia, Hungary, Rumania, and a few others
•—perhaps 10-12 groups.
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near future. Thus we find among them many hucksters and peddlers, tailors, boot and shoe makers, while the jewelry industry has
attracted certain others."
Another source of comment on the Jewish population of the Providence area is the 23rd Annual Report of the Commissioner of Industrial Statistics of the State of Rhode Island. This was presented
to the General Assembly (state legislature) in 1910.
We shall quote from two sections of this report. Under the heading "Some Nativity and Race Factors" appears the following observation: "Russia, although it has not contributed many of its own
people, has sent to this State a large element of Jews, who settled
in the cities." Also, "It is unquestionably true that most of the Russian element is of Hebrew descent . . . that most of the emigration
from Russia is due to political and social conditions which involve
discrimination against certain races and classes is a truism that needs
no proof."
In the same publication in the section on "Nativity and Fecundity"
there are two comments worthy of quotation. The first of these states:
". . . the Russians, who are mostly of the Hebrew Race, show the
smallest portion of childless mothers." This is a surprising finding, the implications of which might provide an interesting basis
for further study.
Another passage in the same section of the report reads: "The
workers of Russian parentage are mostly of Jewish descent and hold
a very prominent place among the merchants and dealers of the
state. They are also found as workers on articles of apparel, as
jewelry workers, and as agents and sales people. It is interesting
that they are not represented as bankers and brokers."
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This is available in the library of the Rhode Island Historical Society contained in bound copy of: Twenty-first Annual Report of the Commissioner of
Industrial Statistics, made to the General Assembly at its January Session, 1908,
Providence, R. I., E. L. Freeman Company, State Printers, 1908.
Bound in same volume: Census of the Foreign-Born Population of Rhode Island, Bulletin I. Part I of the Annual Report for 1907, etc.

MINYAN, SHIVA AND SHROUD
The following account of the early days of the Providence Jewish
community in Bicknell's history1 of Rhode Island has been called to
our attention:
"Providence had a few Jewish settlers in 1769, but there was no
communal activity until 1840, when Solomon Pereira of Amsterdam
settled there, followed shortly by enough others to make Minyan. A
Congregation was thereupon formed which met in Pereira's home.
An alcove in his parlor was used for the Sefer Torah which was
borrowed from New York for the Holy Days. He later donated ground
for a cemetery and built round it the fence which the law demanded.
T h e members of this early Congregation (Sons of Israel) were Wormser, Stern, Pereira, Rashkover, Steinberger, Frank Nathan, Solomon,
Holberstadt and Kalter. There were itemized charges against Halter's
estate for ten men for minyan, for the seven days' shiva, and for a
bolt of linen for a shroud. In 1854 the Congregation was formed
which is to-day the Reform Temple Beth El." (Italics added)
The name Kalter does not appear in any directory of the period,
or in the Providence Register of Births, Deaths, and Marriages.
David C. Adelman2 listed the early congregation as follows:
"The Minyan consisting of Goodman, Stern, Solomon, Pereira, Hershorn, Deyoung, Cook, Marks, Halberstad and Fish was made up of
those, whose signatures appeared upon the petition to the General
Assembly in 1855 for a charter and those whose names appear in the
charter itself.
Besides the Minyan from 1854 to 1860, the Jewish community included Wormser, Garits, Kastor, Raphael Frank, Lewis and Charles
Lewison, Morris, Leopold and Samuel Steinberg, John, Charles, Benjamin and Julius Nathan, Simon and Herman Rascover, Jacob Goodhart, the four Solomon brothers, Charles, Emanuel, Morris and Simon
. . . Henry Green, and Abraham and Benjamin Shuman."
William Kastor, a clerk, in 1855 was employed at No. 3 The Arcade
building and boarded at 8 Page Street. No Kalter has been identified.
ED.
i T h e History of the State of Rhode Island and Providcnce Plantations by Theodore Williams Bicknell. 3 vol. American Historical Society, Inc., N. Y. 1920, p. 632.
2Early Days of the Providence Jewish Community. RIJHN 3:148-159, Dec. 1960.
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